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Abstract. For monohull sailors who want the ultimate high performance, the canting keel is the obvious choice.  Pioneered by 
extreme racers and proven by offshore endurance events like the Vendee Globe, canting keels should be approaching the status of a 
mature technology.  However, canting keel failures still occur too often for complacency.  The paper identifies the unique loading 
imposed on a canting keel under slamming accelerations, which lead to much higher cyclical and peak transverse loading on the 
supporting structure than would be experienced with a fixed keel.  Better understanding of this fact by designers would greatly 
reduce canting keel system failures. 

The arrangement of the canting mechanism and its interaction with the structural layout are paramount to a successful design.  The 
structure needs to be strong enough to resist the very high forces generated by slamming and grounding,  rigid enough not to impose 
unfair loads on the hydraulics and yet light enough not to counteract the advantages of moving the ballast in the first place.  The 
difficulties of providing longitudinal structural continuity, whilst still allowing sufficient space for the canting mechanism, make 
safely carrying grounding loads a particular issue.  The paper looks in detail at the relative merits of various structural configurations.  
Many practical designs involve asymmetric structures whose behaviour is far from obvious, so the structural engineer will often 
choose Finite Element Analysis to ensure that all load paths are strong and stiff enough. 

For canting keels to become more mainstream they must become cheaper as well as more reliable; to achieve this some 
standardisation is required.  A concept for a turn-key solution is proposed involving a single composite moulding to link all the 
moving parts. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Canting keels, which have been in use for several 
decades, are now becoming almost standard issue on 
large racing yachts and are even entering the high-
performance cruising yacht arena.  However the 
continuing frequent occurrence of mechanical and 
structural failures on canting keel systems demonstrates 
that some designers have still to understand fully the 
loads imposed on the mechanism or the effects of those 
loads on the structure.  Furthermore this poor record of 
reliability is a barrier to the adoption of the technology 
by designers of serious offshore cruising yachts.  Winged 
keels took only months to become commonplace on 
cruising yachts after the publicity surrounding the 
success of Australia II in the 1983 America’s Cup.  In 
contrast, years after their introduction canting keels are 
still regarded, understandably, with great suspicion by 
many sailors. 
 
Heavily-loaded mechanisms driven by hydraulics are 
used with total confidence in the most safety-critical 
industries, lifting bridges and operating the control 
surfaces of passenger airliners.  There is no fundamental 
reason why yachts should be any different, yet the 
marine industry does not seem to have managed a 
smooth introduction of the technology.  This paper looks 
at the reasons for the poor safety record of canting keels 
and shows how, through understanding of the unique 
loading and structural behaviour of canting keel systems, 
many of these problems can be eliminated. 

2 CANTING KEEL FAILURES 

2.1 Failure modes 

The most common failure modes of canting keel systems 
are: 
• Bursting of hydraulic hoses; this is often not a 

catastrophic failure directly but at the very least 
limits the ability of the yacht to continue sailing 
and, if it allows free swinging of the keel, may 
cause critical structural damage.  Hydraulic 
technology is well understood so failure of 
components implies that the design loads have been 
exceeded by some margin.  

• Failure of hydraulic ram seals, which can be caused 
by side loads induced by structural deformation or 
misalignment, or again by overloading. 

• Fin breakages, which are almost always 
catastrophic although there have been instances of 
yachts sailing to a safe harbour or even finishing a 
race after the fin has failed. 

• Buckling of hydraulic rams; again these can cause 
consequential damage if there is then no means of 
restraining the keel.  The maxi yacht Skandia 
suffered this failure in the 2004 Sydney-Hobart 
race.  Eventually the keel did so much damage to 
the structure that it was able to fall out, leaving a 
large hole in the hull, and the boat inverted [1].  
Since buckling is well understood and easy to 
predict it seems likely that the loads seen by the 
rams were higher than anticipated. 



• Cracking of metal components (ram ends, bearing 
housings etc).  Such failures, if not due to poor 
design, imply fatigue loading due to a high cyclic 
component of load. 

• Buckling or peel failure of the composite structure, 
most often seen when a yacht runs aground, as 
happened to Mike Golding’s Open 60 Team Group 
4 near New Zealand in the 1998-1999 Around 
Alone race. 

• As canting keel yachts are tending to become 
narrower and relying on heavier deeper keel bulbs 
for righting moment, failure of the composite 
structure due to normal sailing loads may well 
become more common if engineers do not properly 
understand these loads. 

2.2 Causes of failure 

Of particular importance for the strength of the structure 
are the wave-induced accelerations in the yacht’s vertical 
axis, which, it will be shown, contribute more to the 
dynamic loading than the heeling motions that give rise 
to the transverse loads on a fixed keel.  Adding to this 
higher dynamic loading is the magnification effect of the 
typically “whippy” keel fin. 
 
The higher dynamic component of loading on canting 
keel boats and the increasing use of high-tensile steels in 
the keel fin and mechanism have contributed to fatigue 
failures.  The inability to relieve stresses by local 
yielding makes high-tensile steels more sensitive to stress 
concentrations.  Stress concentrations can be caused by 
poor design, by welding or corrosion.  As well as hiding 
underlying problems, the use of filler and paint on 
stainless steel keel fins can trap water without oxygen, 
leading to surface pitting corrosion. 
 
The higher dynamic loads also mean that peak loading is 
harder to predict, putting the hydraulics and the 
composite parts at risk if the nature of the loads is not 
properly understood. Deformations of the supporting 
structure can induce unforeseen side loads on hydraulic 
rams, causing buckling of the ram rod or premature 
failure of seals. 
 
Hydrodynamic-structural interaction effects such as static 
divergence and flutter, hitherto only of relevance to 
aircraft, have been blamed for causing many of the 
failures of carbon keel fins.  These effects are primarily 
functions of boat speed and fin torsional stiffness, so as 
yachts reach higher top speeds with fin laminates that are 
optimised for bending stiffness, these failure modes can 
become critical.  The structure inside the boat is usually 
stiff enough to have little influence on torsional 
deflections so it is primarily the design of the fin that 
determines the critical boat speeds.  These modes of 
failure are not discussed further in this paper. 

3 LOADS ON CANTING KEEL STRUCTURES 

3.1 Load cases to consider 

As for a fixed keel, the primary loads are due to: 
• Transverse righting moment 
• Grounding (longitudinal loads from running 

aground) 
• Pounding (vertical loads from running aground) 
• Slamming (vertical loads due to waves acting on  

hull bottom) 
• Pitching (rotation about transverse axis due to 

waves acting on hull bottom) 
• Inertia (stopping suddenly in a wave) 
• Combinations of the above 

The design load cases are made more complicated for a 
canting keel by the need to consider the full range of cant 
angles at different angles of heel.  Typically the above 
loads will be grouped into the following worst-case 
loadings: 

• Maximum transverse moment on keel root (due 
to a combination of transverse righting moment 
and slamming loads) with keel fully canted. 

• Maximum longitudinal moment on keel root, 
pushing keel aft (usually due to grounding), 
with keel in central or maximum cant positions. 

• Maximum longitudinal moment on keel root, 
pushing keel forward (usually due to pitching or 
inertia loads), with keel in central or maximum 
cant positions. 

• Maximum upward axial load on keel (due to 
pounding load) with keel central. 

3.2 Vertical and athwartships accelerations 

Even for a fixed-keel boat, sailing accelerations in the 
boat’s frame of reference are higher in the vertical 
direction (i.e. parallel to the mast) than in the 
athwartships direction.  This is primarily because of: 

• Damping due to the rig and appendages, which 
reduces motion in the athwartships direction. 

• The direction of wave impulse loading which 
tends to act on the flatter bottom panels of the 
yacht rather than the topsides, hence causing 
greater vertical than athwartships accelerations. 

 
For a canting keel boat the difference tends to be even 
more marked, due to sailing faster and more upright, 
especially upwind, and having a higher power-to-weight 
ratio.  For example the latest 98’ Reichel/Pugh maxi Alfa 
Romeo/ Shockwave is almost 10% longer than her 
predecessor and carries a massive 44-metre-high rig, yet 
her sailing displacement is no greater than the previous 
Alfa Romeo/ Shockwave. 
 
With the keel on centreline, however large the vertical 
accelerations are, they cause no bending moment at the 
keel root.  The root moment is only a function of the 
(smaller) athwartships accelerations and the static 
gravitational load, which depends on heel angle.  Thus 
the worst-case root moment used for the design of a fixed 



keel is usually a knock-down situation (90° heel), a rare 
occurrence for most yachts. 
 
However, as soon as the keel is canted to windward, a 
component of root moment due to vertical accelerations 
starts to take effect.  At high angles of cant, the vertical 
component, already the larger of the two accelerations, 
dominates the keel root moment.  The worst design case 
is therefore normal sailing rather than an extreme 
situation like a knock-down.  The keel will frequently 
experience loads approaching the maximum design load. 
 
The vertical sailing accelerations can even exceed the 1g 
static gravitational load; being a dynamic (cyclic) 
acceleration, this can cause load reversal at the keel root, 
i.e. the loads going from positive to negative.  This is a 
very serious situation for any fatigue-sensitive parts of 
the structure, such as components made of high-tensile 
steels, compared to the relatively steady loads seen on a 
fixed keel where large load reversals occur only when the 
yacht changes tack.  More importantly for the composite 
parts of the structure is the effect that this high dynamic 
component has on the ratio between the average load and 
the peak load.  Underestimating the dynamic component 
has a far greater effect on the calculated peak load for a 
canting keel yacht than for a fixed keel yacht.  Figure 1 
illustrates the differences between the central and canted 
positions for the keel. 
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(b) Keel canted 40 degrees
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Figure 1.  Components of keel root bending moment due to 
athwartships, vertical and gravitational accelerations on an 
un-canted keel (a) and a keel canted at 40 degrees (b) 

 
Full-scale experiments on Open 60 class yachts for the 
2004-2005 Vendee Globe race confirm these findings 
[2]. 

3.3 Grounding loads 

“Grounding” covers high speed collisions with not just 
the sea bed but also whales, containers and other objects 
floating just below the surface, which are becoming more 
and more common as the seas fill up with rubbish and 
more yachts go ocean racing. 
 
Grounding with the keel on centreline can be considered 
as for a fixed keel, typically using design accelerations 
defined by scantling rules (e.g. ABS Classification 
Society for most offshore racing yachts, Volvo Ocean 
Race Class Rules for VO70s).  In reality the typically 
slender keel fins of canting keel yachts mean that some 
of the yacht’s kinetic energy will be dissipated by fin 
plastic deformation.  Nonetheless, the typically short 
chord length means that couple forces at the keel 
bearings are very high. 
 
Grounding loads with the keel canted will be different 
than with the keel central.  In a “gradual” grounding, 
(e.g. hitting mud, where the boat has time to move 
significantly during the impact) the boat will tend to 
round up to the wind, dissipating the energy more safely.  
However, in “sudden” grounding, (e.g. hitting a rock) the 
added yaw resistance of the appendages and rig are likely 
to give rise to higher loads than would be seen with a 
gradual grounding.  In either scenario, having the keel 
canted will apply the loads differently to the structure so 
the new load paths need to be considered. 
 
Fixed-keel yachts tend to rely on the keel to protect the 
rudder, but with deep forward canards, rudders or 
daggerboards fitted to most canting keel yachts, these 
appendages and their supporting structure need to be 
designed either to break safely on impact or to withstand 
grounding loads. 

3.4 Pitching/inertia loads 

As for grounding, these must be considered with the keel 
central or canted.  Typically the pitching loads will be 
reduced by canting the keel, but again the load paths will 
be different so need to be checked.  As these are sailing 
loads, they will occur simultaneously with the transverse 
and vertical accelerations, so a combined case must also 
be considered. 

3.5 Pounding loads 

Compared to a fixed keel yacht, a canting keel yacht with 
the keel canted may be at less risk of pounding directly 
on the keel if it runs aground. However it might still run 
aground with the keel central, in which case she is no 
better off.  Also as most canting keel yachts have 
appendages forward and aft of the keel, these too may 
need to be able to withstand pounding; they will be 
particularly vulnerable with the keel fully canted. 



3.6 Dynamic magnification effects and resonance 

The length and slenderness of canting keel fins gives 
them significantly more flexibility than typical fixed 
keels, bringing the keel’s natural frequency of transverse 
vibration well down in the 1-2 Hz range [2].  Whilst still 
higher than the harmonic frequency of excitation of 
typical wave patterns, this low natural frequency can give 
rise to large dynamic magnification factors under 
impulse (shock) loading.  This raises the peak 
displacement, hence bending moment, of the keel under 
impulse loads from slamming in waves.  Low planform 
area of the fin, hence poor hydrodynamic damping, 
makes this particularly a problem for canting keels.  The 
dynamic magnification factor can approach one-and-a-
half times the quasi-static load when sailing at lower 
speeds, for instance when beating [2]. 

4 CANTING MECHANISM ARRANGEMENTS 

4.1 Actuators 

Although some typically smaller designs use block-and-
tackle systems or lead screws (screw jacks) to cant the 
keel, the vast majority of canting mechanisms use 
hydraulics, for their power (hence speed) and strength.  
For this discussion it will be assumed that the designer 
has chosen to use hydraulic rams. 

4.2 One ram or two? 

The most obvious problem with hydraulics, as compared 
to (for instance) a lead screw, is that failure will usually 
mean the keel is free to swing.  For this reason, and 
because of the historical failure record of hydraulic rams 
in canting keel applications, the majority of designers  
choose to fit two rams capable of operating 
independently, with each strong enough to take the full 
load on its own. 
 
A significant saving in weight can be achieved with this 
configuration if the proviso is made that if one ram fails, 
the keel must be returned immediately to the central 
position.  In this case the loads become only as severe as 
for a fixed keel yacht, and the leverage exerted by the 
ram is generally at its most favourable with the keel close 
to central.  This assumes of course that the sailors 
identify the problem and act quickly enough to centralise 
the keel before the next peak load hits the system – if the 
conditions are rough enough for one ram to have failed, 
the next high load is probably not far away. 
 
There are however notable exceptions to the two-rams-
are-better-than-one philosophy, the largest perhaps being 
the 140’ schooner Mari-Cha IV.  Indeed there are 
countless examples in other industries of a single 
hydraulic actuator being considered sufficient in safety-
critical applications.  The principal advantages are 
savings of cost and weight, both in the hydraulics and the 
structure, and the improvement of access past the keel 
system for the crew thanks to its asymmetry.  If some of 
the savings are put back to make the hydraulics ultra-

reliable, there is no fundamental reason why a single ram 
should be significantly more dangerous than two. 
 
Some designs also incorporate an emergency lock that 
can immobilise the keel in the event of total hydraulic 
failure.  It is difficult to design such a lock that can be 
activated even with the keel swinging freely in a big 
seaway, and as it must be able to carry the full design 
load, the structural implications have to be considered 
from the outset of the design. 

4.3 Mechanism geometry 

A problem more for the designer than the structural 
engineer is how to fit the rams into the boat as low as 
possible.  The issue is becoming more difficult as 
designers utilise the canting keel to provide the bulk of 
the righting moment, allowing the boat to become 
narrower and hence restricting the space available for the 
mechanism.  Three consequences of the designer’s 
chosen arrangement are of particular interest to the 
engineer though: the separation of the keel bearings, the 
length of the keel lever arm inside the boat, and the 
athwartships position of the ram bearings. 

4.4 Keel bearing separation 

Keeping the bearings close together means that the 
bearing loads due to longitudinal moments on the keel 
root can become very high in comparison to the loads 
due to transverse moments.  Conversely, separating the 
bearings further increases the weight of the keel fin and 
makes the span between transverse structural members 
greater, which can make it more difficult to attach the 
ram bearings.  Often the best separation is that at which 
the bearing forces due to transverse loads on the keel are 
of the same magnitude as those due to longitudinal loads.  
This will depend on the type of boat and the keel lever 
arm length above the bearings. 

4.5 Lever arm length 

A short lever arm of keel fin inside the boat increases the 
loads on all the attachments to the structure, hence the 
internal loads that the keel structure must carry, but 
decreases the distance over which those loads must be 
carried.  Thus this choice often has less effect on the 
structural weight than might be imagined.  A large high 
performance maxi yacht, where space below deck is at a 
premium, might for instance have a keel to lever length 
ratio as high as 10:1 to keep the mechanism below the 
cabin sole as much as possible.  This approach has the 
added benefit of shortening the travel of the hydraulic 
ram, making it less susceptible to buckling and easier to 
fit within the hull shape. 

4.6 Ram bearing position 

For maximum use of space it usually pays to put the ram 
bearings as far outboard as possible, otherwise the ram 
needs to be raised to keep its outboard end clear of the 
hull.  Unfortunately this lengthens the buckling span of 
the ram and increases the distance over which the high 
internal loads between the ram and keel bearings must be 



carried by the composite structure.  Since the design of 
the ram is usually driven by buckling considerations, and 
the buckling load with the bearings at the inboard end of 
the cylinder may well be more than twice that with 
bearings at the outboard end, the lowest overall VCG for 
the keel system is usually achieved with the ram bearings 
as far inboard as practical. 

5 STRUCTURAL LAYOUT 

5.1 Early canting keel structures 

Many early canting keel designs, particularly on 
performance cruising yachts such as the luxury Wally 
range, used an all-metal canting keel system which 
connected ram bearings to keel bearings with an 
aluminium framework.  This complete module was then 
bolted into the composite structure of the boat. 
 
Later on, innovative designs such as the Baltic 78’ high 
performance cruiser Aledoa 5 connected the ram bearings 
and keel bearings directly to the composite structure.  
These days it is recognised that carrying the loads over 
any distance with metalwork is prohibitively heavy, so 
composite structures are now the norm. 

5.2 Design hierarchy 

Mechanical and structural design are unavoidably linked 
as restrictions of physical space mean each affects the 
other.  However, as the hydraulic actuators and the 
bearings are mostly made of metal, and the structure of 
composite, the mechanical arrangement usually has the 
greatest influence on overall weight.  Thus the structure 
must be laid out around the mechanism rather than the 
other way round. 

5.3 Longitudinal continuity 

In a conventional fixed keel structure one of the most 
structurally efficient (and popular) ways of taking the 
grounding loads is to use a grillage of shallow 
longitudinal and transverse beams.  The longitudinal 
beams typically carry 70-90% of the grounding loads, 
while the remainder is carried by the transverse floors in 
differential bending.  For a canting keel, the envelope of 
movement of the keel head makes it difficult to arrange 
deep enough longitudinal beams close to the keel 
mechanism to achieve a similarly efficient structure to 
carry longitudinal loads.  The alternatives are: 

• Very shallow longitudinals that pass under the 
keel head and rams.  Such low beams will be 
relatively inefficient; hence the transverse 
structure will have to carry a greater proportion 
of the grounding load.  The transverse structure 
will then need to be deep or heavy, and should 
ideally be spaced as far apart as possible to 
improve its differential bending stiffness. The 
longitudinals will also need to be heavily-built 
but as these will contribute to the overall 
longitudinal stiffness of the boat,  their weight 
can be offset to an extent by a reduction in hull 

bottom stiffening tapes, especially on larger 
yachts.  

• Deeper longitudinal beams further outboard, 
with holes for the rams.  In this case the very 
high grounding forces acting vertically on the 
keel bearings need to be carried some distance 
from the bearings outboard to the longitudinals, 
so again the transverse structure needs to be 
very strong, at least between the longitudinals.  
Figure 2 shows an example of this type of 
structure. 

 

 
 

Figure 2: Longitudinal girders with holes cut for hydraulic 
rams 

• One or two full depth longitudinal panels 
between transverse keel bulkheads provide an 
efficient way of carrying grounding loads on 
wide, shallow boats, where the vertical load 
path to the deck is relatively short. This may be 
a good solution for larger yachts like Mari-Cha 
IV or single-handed racers like Open 60s where 
full depth panels can be incorporated without 
compromising on the interior arrangement. The 
full-depth structure introduces longitudinal 
compression due to grounding or pitching loads 
into the deck, which can cause issues with deck 
stability. The inclusion of sufficient longitudinal 
deck structure can help prevent buckling of the 
deck but is obviously intrusive on a busy area of 
the interior.  Simply adding longitudinal tapes to 
the deck skins is sometimes an option if loads 
are relatively small, but in this case a shear tie 
between the skins will usually be needed to 
avoid shear crimping (core-induced instability).  
Buckling of the full depth panels themselves 
also needs to be addressed 
Figure 3 shows an example of a structure 
employing full-depth longitudinal panels. 

 
 



 
 
Figure 3: Full-depth longitudinal panels provide an efficient 
way of carrying grounding loads 
 
Although the biggest loads on the bearings due to 
grounding are the vertical couple forces required to take 
out the keel root moment, there is also a significant 
component of force acting aft on the bearings.  Whatever 
arrangement is used to carry the grounding moment, if 
the longitudinal structure aft of the keel is not close to 
centreline, this aft force can cause buckling of the hull 
shell, so the hull panel may need reinforcing and 
stabilising. 

5.4 Carrying load from ram bearings to keel bearings 

The transverse structure, whose spacing depends on the 
keel bearing spacing, is usually too far apart to attach the 
ram bearings directly to it.  Thus ram bearings are often 
attached to their own transverse webs, which stop short 
of the keel. These transverse ram webs, loaded at a point 
some way above the hull, tend to rotate about the turn of 
bilge. This effect can result in high forces being 
generated, which tend to either peel the webs away from 
or “punch” the webs through the topsides as the ram 
pulls or pushes respectively. With the aid of Finite 
Element (FE) Analysis, engineers can “design out” these 
local peak forces by tapering off reinforcements carefully 
to promote shear into the hull bottom, and by specifying 
higher density core or dropping down to single skin for 
the hull locally in any remaining problem areas.  See 
Figure 4. 
 

 
 

 
 

Figure 4: High core shear stresses at turn of bilge (a) can be 
reduced by improved laminate design (b). 

If the ram is close enough to a transverse bulkhead, one 
of its bearings can often be supported on the bulkhead 
and the other on a transverse web.  This arrangement can 
however have problems with different stiffnesses of the 
two bearing supports, leading to bending and possibly 
failure of the hydraulic ram.  Again FE analysis can be 
used to check that the relative deflections of the two ram 
bearings are within the limits specified by the hydraulic 
designer. 
 
A structurally-efficient way to connect transverse ram 
webs to the bulkheads, and hence to the keel bearings, is 
to use a horizontal shelf running between the main 
transverse bulkheads and connected to the ram webs.  
This stabilises the ram webs and provides an additional 
load path but more importantly, in conjunction with the 
hull shell, forms a torsion box which is very stiff and 
strong.  If the shelf runs above the ram it can hinder 
access to the ram, hydraulic hoses and bearings. If it is 
below the ram it makes access to the bearings easier but 
the free (top) edge of the ram web may need to be 
stabilised.  Figure 5 is an example of the latter 
configuration. 
 



 
 

Figure 5: Shelf connecting ram webs to bulkhead forms 
structurally-efficient torsion box with hull. 

5.5 Keel bearing attachment 

Due to the high local loads in multiple directions and the 
need to disassemble for servicing, the keel bearings on 
all but the smallest boats are usually held in metal 
brackets bolted to the composite structure.  Brackets 
should be designed such that loads are applied evenly in 
the plane of the bulkhead above. Brackets mounted only 
to one face of the bulkhead will tend to put a bending 
moment into the bulkhead. Because of the very high 
grounding loads on larger boats, even small offsets can 
induce very large out of plane loads. Use of cylindrical 
rather than self-aligning bearings can be advantageous as 
it allows any offset moments to be shared between the 
keel fin and the composite structure. 
 
Structurally it is better to put the keel pivot as far up 
inside the hull as possible, so that transverse loads can be 
reacted without inducing large offset moments. However 
it is often preferable hydrodynamically to put the pivot 
right at the hull surface.  It is structurally inefficient to 
attempt to take out the inevitable offset moment on a 
group of longitudinal bolts through a bulkhead, as most 
of the bolts will be a long way above the bearing axis. 
Vertical bolts to take the transverse loads in shear can be 
a better solution as this keeps the load transfer low down 
in the boat, hence close to the keel axis, minimising the 
offset moment.  A combination of vertical and 
longitudinal bolts can work well, but it can be difficult to 
align both sets of bolts for installation. 
 
Transferring bolt loads into the composite via bolt 
bearing is effective, provided the bolts are all a tight fit in 
their holes.  However due to the fact that composites do 
not yield in the same way as metals there is a chance that 
the bolts will not load up evenly.  For this reason it is 
wise to specify a smaller number of larger bolts, the 
positions of which need to be very accurately drilled (e.g. 
by CNC drilling) to ensure the bolts are a tight sliding fit 
in the composite. Bolts will be torqued up very tightly 
which creates significant clamping friction between 

brackets and bulkhead, giving an extra margin of 
strength. 

5.6 Ram bearing attachment 

Ram bearings are often self-aligning in order to minimise 
unfair loads on the ram, but this means any offset 
between the bearing centre and the structure to which it 
is attached will cause a bending moment in the structure.  
For this reason it is better to sink the bearing housings 
into the structure rather than have them bolted on one 
surface, but this makes it more difficult to remove the 
ram and results in large holes in the structure.  Two 
common solutions are: 

• Surface-mount the bearings and add sturdy 
backing structure to carry offset moments 

• Align the bearing centres with the structural 
mid-plane and make the bearings in two parts to 
allow removal of the ram. 

5.7 Access and penetrations 

Penetrations required through the structure for hydraulic 
hoses need to be sizeable - large enough to accommodate 
the hoses themselves, but also oversize to allow for 
movement of the hoses as the keel cants, given the 
typically large bend radii needed for the hoses.  Such 
large penetrations need to be included in the structural 
design from the outset, not as an afterthought, and 
positioned so that they do not interfere with major 
reinforcements in highly loaded areas. 

5.8 Assembly and alignment 

The keel system needs to be assembled within very tight 
tolerances; any misalignments could potentially lead to 
the system locking up and not operating correctly.  
Assembly jigs are common and some builders are 
making use of CNC machining of the composite parts to 
achieve flat surfaces to aid alignment during installation.  
This also enables them to control laminate thicknesses 
accurately (solid laminate in way of bearing attachments 
typically needs to be very thick in order to achieve the 
required laminate bearing strength). 
 
Access for bonding in structure needs to be carefully 
considered when determining the construction sequence. 
Often the bond between the internal structure and the hull 
is one of the most highly-loaded joints, but by the time 
some of the structure is bonded in, access can be limited.  
Also the placement of secondary bonding tapes on the 
interior structure needs to be planned carefully to ensure 
that they do not foul flat surfaces in way of the bolted 
metal parts. Bedding dummy metalwork into wet 
bonding can help. 

5.9 Single-piece composite keel structure 

One promising concept that eliminates many of the 
problems discussed above is to use a single composite 
moulding that incorporates all the attachment points for 
the keel and ram bearings.  Laminated and cured on a 
CNC-milled plug, this moulding can be made to precise 
tolerances and checked before bonding into the boat.  



Typically it would consist of a flat shelf with U-shaped 
troughs running transversely to accommodate the rams, 
and a deeper longitudinal trough in way of the keel head, 
that reaches right down to the hull bottom where the keel 
exits the hull.  The moulding is bonded in between two 
transverse bulkheads, so that it is attached to the hull on 
each outboard edge and on centreline, and to the 
bulkheads on its forward and aft edges.  The concept is 
illustrated in Figure 6 below: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 6: Single-piece composite keel structure, suitable for 
two opposing hydraulic rams.  A single-ram version would 
also be possible. 

Needing less precise setting up in-situ, this approach 
lends itself particularly to production or semi-production 
yachts where skilled labour time to align components 
accurately, particularly “on the job”, is more critical than 
the initial tooling costs. 
 
The concept would also allow manufacturers to offer an 
“off-the-shelf” canting keel package for smaller custom 
yachts without the expense of a custom canting keel 
system.  The composite moulding would be supplied 
together with bearings, hydraulics, control electronics 
and perhaps even the keel fin itself.  Clearly the system 
must be sold with some provisos on the design of the 
surrounding structure, such as longitudinal continuity and 
thickness requirements for reinforced areas around the 
keel bearings, but provided these guidelines are followed, 
the system could be virtually a turn-key solution. 

6 CONCLUSIONS 

6.1 Achieving reliability 

There are many very successful canting keel yachts that 
have been sailing for years, yet still some recent designs 
have suffered mechanical or structural failures.  Better 
understanding of the dynamic loads imposed by 
slamming into waves, and the dynamic magnification of 
those loads due to fin flexibility, will help designers to 
eliminate many of these problems.  Designing out hydro-

structural instability phenomena such as flutter and static 
divergence will prevent most other common failures.  By 
tackling these issues designers should be able to make 
canting keel systems reliable enough even for offshore 
cruising sailors. 

6.2 Finite Element Analysis 

In most practical designs there are benefits to be gained 
by including some asymmetry in the layout of the 
composite structure, either because a single ram is used 
or because port and starboard rams are not both aligned 
longitudinally with the middle of the keel.  Even for very 
symmetric designs, there is often some redundancy in the 
structure in terms of multiple load paths, the relative 
stiffnesses of which will determine how load is shared 
between them. Using traditional analysis methods, 
structural engineers must make conservative assumptions 
about load paths that result in significant over-design of 
the laminates. With the aid of FE analysis however, the 
real load paths can be established and the laminates 
optimised to achieve a light yet strong and stiff enough 
structure. 
 
Furthermore, the large number of load cases to be 
considered means that using FE analysis becomes more 
cost-effective as the same model can be used for several 
checks and iterations of the design. 
 
In the examples in the preceding discussion, FE analysis 
has provided crucial insight into the structural behaviour, 
particularly those failure modes that are difficult to 
analyse accurately using traditional methods, such as 
peel at bonded intersections and buckling of irregularly-
shaped panels. As a result, weight savings in the 
composite keel structure of 30-50% have been achieved 
compared to using hand calculations, along with 
improved confidence in the reliability of the structure. 
 
Almost more important, especially in terms of weight 
savings, is the use of FE analysis for optimising the keel 
head geometry inside the boat. Eliminating a small 
volume of steel makes a big weight saving; this saving is 
doubly effective because the keel head is moving to 
leeward as the keel cants to windward. Cast or forged 
steel keel fins are particularly suitable for optimisation 
by FE analysis since there are so few constraints on the 
geometry.  FE analysis is also invaluable for identifying 
and designing-out the stress concentrations that have led 
to premature failure of many steel parts of canting keel 
systems through fatigue. 

6.3 Future trends 

The complexity of canting keel design (geometrically, 
mechanically, structurally and increasingly 
electronically) means that designing new custom systems 
from scratch will always be expensive.  The precise 
tolerances needed during assembly also make complex 
jigs and tooling essential, so one-off systems are costly to 
manufacture. 
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For the technology to become more mainstream, 
designers and builders will need to offer “standard” 
solutions that bring these costs down, without a big 
weight penalty.  One promising structural option is to use 
a single-piece composite moulding to locate all the main 
components.  This moulding could be supplied with the 
keel fin, bearings, hydraulics and control system as a 
complete unit, ready for bonding into the boat. 
 

Disclaimer 
 
The opinions expressed in this paper are those of the 
authors and do not necessarily reflect the views of SP. 
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